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Description
When you are on profile pages the top, black part of the profile slides up to a minimized state as you scroll down the screen.
This ticket is to change all pages in the Commons Profile tab so that the bar is always in that state on those pages. An alternative,
equivalent, solution is to just change the HTML for those pages so only the name and picture information are visible (same as
minimized state).
This change would effect the following pages for members:
Activity
Profile
Sites
Messages
Friends
Groups
Send Invites (and received invites)
Settings (includes notifications)
This change would not effect the Public Portfolio page which would continue to show all content.
Related issues:
Has duplicate CUNY Academic Commons - Design/UX #2849: User Experience - Chan...

Duplicate

2013-10-27

History
#1 - 2014-02-21 02:29 PM - Chris Stein
- File Screen Shot 2014-02-21 at 2.24.32 PM.png added
Adding picture of Commons Profile with Top info minimized as reference.
#2 - 2014-02-21 03:35 PM - Matt Gold
- Target version set to 1.6
#3 - 2014-02-21 04:30 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from New to Testing Required
https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac-advanced-profiles/commit/b808525748e1b3d44d9cdbe8ee796d5d076b7742
Ready to test on cdev
#4 - 2014-02-22 11:25 AM - Matt Gold
Tested this by going to a profile and clicking on the Commons profile areas, where I saw the minimized header. Looking good to me.
#5 - 2014-02-26 12:12 PM - Chris Stein
I took a look and it is looking good to me. I'm ready to release it.
#6 - 2014-02-26 12:15 PM - Matt Gold
Agreed -- we're talking about this now on the Community Team meeting. I think we should release in the next dot dot release, and maybe announce
when we announce 1.6, since this is a really good and necessary fix that will do a lot to improve the user experience.
#7 - 2014-03-21 11:30 AM - Matt Gold
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- Status changed from Testing Required to Assigned
Please add to the next 1.5.x release - and we should include this in 1..6 publicity.
#8 - 2014-03-21 04:45 PM - Boone Gorges
- Target version changed from 1.6 to 1.5.22
#9 - 2014-04-01 08:26 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
Ported to the 1.5.x branch in
https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac-advanced-profiles/commit/16d0f30316b1691c2f943a5558272bb8beee14f8
#10 - 2014-04-01 08:37 PM - Matt Gold
Thanks, Boone.
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